
Monuments in stone are commissioned by those in power to enshrine their interpretation of reality 
in the historical record. When we come upon a stone monument, its gravitas silently argues that, in 
some sense, it has always been there, and that its version of history is the only possible truth. 
Monuments may not create power, but they certainly immortalize it. We live with these objects long 
enough that we can pass them in daily life without even noticing. We take them for granted.  
 
We propose that a musical “monument” is created when a song is known widely enough that its 
context dissolves; we are left with only the song and our recognition of it, but we may be blind to an 
uglier origin story, ignorant of a hidden meaning. Our program “Monuments” asks difficult 
questions: is the classical canon by nature a white-supremicist artifact? Should we acknowledge 
darker sides of music that brings us comfort or patriotic pride? Can a stone statue “speak” to us, 
and—more crucially—can we learn to listen? 
 
“Monuments” brings together the music of William Grant Still, Franz Schubert, H. Leslie Adams, 
and others to consider these questions from a variety of historical viewpoints. Additionally, Iván 
Rodríguez has written for us a scathing reconsideration of Emma Lazarus’s “The New Colossus,” 
informed by his experience as a native of Puerto Rico; Curtis Stewart has reimagined the American 
National Anthem to shed some uncomfortable light on the problematic, and rarely performed, later 
verses.  
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